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Three-dimensional highly conductive silver
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A stretchable cotton–Ag nanowire–poly(dimethylsiloxane) (cotton–AgNWs–PDMS) conductor was
fabricated by embedding the unique binary conductive network structure of cotton–AgNWs in PDMS
through a simple dip-coating method. The binary conductive network structure was constructed based
on cotton which had an interconnected and junction-free macroporous structure as the skeleton to
support the two dimensional AgNWs network, leading to excellent electrical and mechanical properties.
The conductivity of the stretchable conductor can be adjusted easily by varying the dip-coating cycles,
which can reach a highest electrical conductivity of 56.82 S cm1. The cotton–AgNWs–PDMS
composite can retain excellent conductance under large tensile strains (120%). Moreover, the excellent
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conductance is maintained up to 1000 stretching or bending cycles. Because of the high conductivity
and excellent stretchability, together with the facile fabrication process, the cotton–AgNWs–PDMS
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stretchable conductor might be widely used as interconnects and electrodes for stretchable intelligent
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and functional devices.

1. Introduction
Stretchable conductors which can retain high conductivity
under substantial stretching and bending deformation can
enable a wide variety of new applications in electronic skins,
camera eyes, biological actuators, sensors, and deformable
capacitors.1–4 To feature both high conductivity and large
deformation stability, a variety of conductive and stretchable
structures such as wave structural conguration, threedimensional (3D) conductive architectures and the formation
of two-dimensional conductive network have been developed
recently and embedded in the elastic polymer to address the
need of stretchable conductors.4–7
Among abovementioned many kinds of conductive structures, 3D conductive architectures are particularly attractive for
improving the performance of the conductors because of their
potentially better mechanical durability and lower cost.8,9 The
shape deformation and elongation of 3D conductive structures
can transfer the stress without decay in conductivity under
stretching to a certain extent.3,10–12 In order to construct those
3D architectures, polymer sponges (e.g., polyurethane (PU),
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS)) and Ni foam have been used as
the skeleton.13–15 Stretchable conductors containing PU–AgNWs
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or PU–CuAg sponges as the shape deformation structure have
been investigated, showing remarkable electrical and mechanical capability.8,13,16 3D exible graphene/PDMS composite using
Ni foam as template has also been reported.15 However, surface
modications of polymer sponges are always needed to increase
the adhesion between conductive nanomaterials and polymer
bers, where Ni foam should be etched to obtain the porous
conductive network.8,13,15,17,18 Thus the fabrication processes are
always complicated. It remains challenging to simply constructing these unique 3D conductive structures into stretchable conductors, which impedes our eﬀort in further exploring
their practical ways.
As we known, cotton, a typical natural material, is low cost and
sustainable, containing 90–95% cellulose.19,20 The most
intriguing part of cotton is its interconnected, porous 3D
framework of randomly oriented, crinkly sheets with continuous
macropores, making it a promising raw skeleton for fabrication
of stretchable conductors. Although hybrid conductive cotton
materials has been investigated directed in the area of wearable
device (electronic textiles)21,22 or used as pressure sensor,23
stretchable conductor based on cotton-templated porous structure has not been reported yet. Using cotton as the skeleton is
advantageous both because its natural porous 3D framework and
its hydrophilic surface property which leads good adhesion to
conductive nanomaterials. Thus it is interesting to modulate the
properties of exible conductor through the incorporation of 3D
conductive architectures into porous cotton skeleton.
In this paper, we report a simple, controllable, and costeﬀective route for the fabrication of binary network structured
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cotton–Ag nanowires–poly(dimethylsiloxane) (cotton–AgNWs–
PDMS) conductor through the dip-coating method. The binary
network structure was constructed based on cotton with an
interconnected and junction-free macroporous structure as the
skeleton to support the 2D AgNWs network. The conductivity of
the stretchable conductor can be adjusted easily by varying the
dip-coating cycles, which can reach a highest electrical
conductivity of 56.82 S cm1. The cotton–AgNWs–PDMS
composite can retain excellent conductance under large tensile
strains (120%). Moreover, the excellent conductance is maintained up to 1000 stretching or bending cycles. The unique
interconnected network of cotton–AgNWs–PDMS conductor
provides a great potential for using conductive materials in
electrical applications.

2.
2.1

Results and discussion
Fabrication of stretchable conductor

The highly stretchable PDMS conductor loaded with 3D cotton–
AgNWs conductive network was successfully prepared via facile
dip-coating method. The fabrication process of the cotton–
AgNWs–PDMS stretchable conductor is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. First, high-quality AgNWs were synthesized by
a previously reported one-pot method.16 Then white, porous
cotton with interconnected ber network was dipped into isopropyl alcohol solution of AgNWs, where the bers were wrapped by the AgNWs aer evaporating the isopropyl alcohol
resulting the color changed from white to gray. The density of
AgNWs coated on the ber can be eﬀective adjusted by varying
dip-coating cycles. As shown in Fig. 1, 3D porous AgNWs
network with cotton ber as the skeleton was clearly formed
resulting in a conductive sponge. Finally, PDMS precursor was
introduced into the cotton–AgNWs sponge to form the desired
cotton–AgNWs–PDMS stretchable conductor, where the
conductive sponge can be clearly seen embedded in PDMS.
Such a convenient fabrication procedure can be extended for
eﬃcient construction of conductive patterns.
As previously reported, the concentration of conductive
nanomaterials in polymer can be used to control the changes of
the deformation-induced resistance eﬀectively.16,24 In our
cotton–AgNWs composite conductor system, the AgNWs were
expected to have the same eﬀect, endowing additional
tunability to the amplitude of deformation in conductive
network, and to the subsequent resistance variation. As shown
in Fig. 2a, the porous cotton sheets were composed of twisted

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the fabrication procedure of cotton–
AgNWs–PDMS stretchable conductor.
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cotton bers with a diameter of 10–20 mm. The pristine cotton
bers were smooth, while AgNWs were clearly observed on the
surface of cotton ber aer dip-coating process. SEM images
showed that the cotton–AgNWs composite exhibited an interconnected, porous 3D framework of randomly oriented, crinkly
sheets with continuous macropores, similar to those of previous
conductive networks.25–27 The change of porosity of cotton
before and aer dip-coating was unobvious. As shown in
Fig. 2b–d, the density of AgNWs on the surface of the bers
increased with the times of dip-coating, indicating an increased
conductivity, which was veried by the increased mass fraction
of AgNWs as shown later.
As shown in Fig. 3a, the mass fraction of AgNWs increased
sharply as dip-coating cycles increased. For example, the
content of AgNWs in the cotton–AgNWs composites rose from
23.3% to 46.6% as the dip coating times increased from one to
three. Fig. 3b shows the XRD patterns of cotton–AgNWs
prepared with various dip-coating cycles. The typical diﬀraction
peaks appeared centered at 2q ¼ 38.10, 44.20, 64.34, and 77.39
were ascribed to Bragg reections from the (111), (200), (220),
(311) planes of Ag, which indicates the existence of Ag in the
composites respectively.28,29
The solution dip-coating method used for tuning the
conductivity was also veried by the resistance of the cotton–
AgNWs–PDMS composites (Fig. 3c). The resistance of cotton–
AgNWs–PDMS stretchable conductor was decreased sharply
from 6.09 U to 1.10 U as the times of dip-coating cycle increased
from one to three, which demonstrated that cotton–AgNWs–
PDMS composites with diﬀerent conductivity can be obtained by
simply tuning the dip-coating cycle times through controlling the
density of the AgNWs coating on the surface of the cotton ber
network. In addition, the resistances of cotton–AgNWs–PDMS
composites remain nearly unchanged aer inltrated by PDMS,
which suggests that introduction of the PDMS matrix does not
damage the interconnected 3D scaﬀold of cotton–AgNWs. The
cross-sectional SEM image of the resulting cotton–AgNWs–PDMS
conductor was shown in Fig. 3d. The thickness of the cotton–
AgNWs composite was around 800 mm, which exhibited an
entangled, randomly oriented 3D network embedded in PDMS
matrix (Fig. 3d inset). The size of cotton–AgNWs sponges
embedded in PDMS between two Ag wires for all measured
samples is around 5.0  1.0  0.08 cm3.

2.2 Stretchability and bendability of cotton–AgNWs–PDMS
conductor
The electrical conductivity of the cotton–AgNWs–PDMS
conductor prepared with one dip-coating cycle was around
10.26 S cm1, and further increased to 56.82 S cm1 with three
dip-coating cycles. The resulted conductivity is higher than that
of previous reported PUS–AgNWs–PDMS conductor aer eight
dip-coating cycles or AgNWs/PDMS conductor prepared by ice
templating, furthermore, the procedure here is much easier.10,16
As reported previously, the electrical conductivity of the cottonbased conductive materials (e.g. cotton/SWCNT) increases
obviously with mechanical pressing.23,30 These results indicate
that the unique interconnected network of cotton-based
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Fig. 2 SEM images of (a) cotton and cotton–AgNWs composites prepared by dipping cotton into an isopropanol solution of AgNWs (5.7 mg
mL1) for (b) one, (c) two, (d) three times, respectively.

composite provides electromechanical properties. Here, the
stretchable properties of cotton templated composites were
investigated. Cotton–AgNWs–PDMS composites were stretched
by a home-made equipment, while the electric resistance was
measured at the same time. As shown in Fig. 4a, the resistances
of stretchable conductor prepared with three dip-coating cycles
were studied as a function of uniaxial tensile strain. It can be
seen that the electric resistance increased almost linearly from
1.20 to 4.21 U when the tensile strain increased from 0% to
120%, where the composite retained conductive. In addition,
the resistance increment (DR/R0) of cotton–AgNWs–PDMS
conductor at 100% strain was about 180%, which is much better
compared to the AgNWs–PDMS lm (360% at 80% strain)31 and
graphene foam–PDMS (ca. 210% at 95% strain).15 Fig. 5 clearly
exhibited the stretching process and showed the resistance of
cotton–AgNWs–PDMS composite under specic tensile strain
(ca. from 0% to 125%) measured using a Keithley 2700 multimeter with a four-probe method, indicating that the composite
retain excellent conductance under large tensile strain.
The resistances of stretchable conductors prepared with
diﬀerent dip-coating cycles were also investigated as a function
of tensile strain from 0% to 50%. As shown in Fig. 4b, the
resistance decreased rapidly when the dip-coating cycles was
increased. That's because the increase of the density of AgNWs
percolating networks on the cotton ber with the dip-coating
cycles which was shown in Fig. 2. The cotton ber was almost
completely covered by the conductive network of AgNWs aer 3
dip-coating cycles. Moreover, with more dip-coating cycles, the
resulted stretchable conductor was more stable during the

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017

stretching process. The results show that the electrical
conductivity has a close relationship with the unique microstructures of 3D cotton–AgNWs networks.
To further explain the function of the unique porous structure, the deformation of this architecture under stretching was
observed using optical microscope. A binary network, including
an interconnected cotton network at the microscale and AgNWs
network at the nanoscale was observed in Fig. 4c. As the tensile
strain on cotton–AgNWs increased, randomly oriented, crinkly
cotton bers were elongated in the direction of the tensile force
(marked by the arrow). And the macropores of cotton–AgNWs
network also shrank perpendicular to the direction of the applied
force. The shape deformation of porous 3D framework during
stretching guarantees the continuity of the conductive network,
which keeps the AgNWs in contact and protects them from quick
disconnection. Meanwhile, an interconnected AgNWs network at
the nanoscale (Fig. 4c inset) can also eﬀectively accommodate the
deformation without a noticeable decrease in conductivity to
a certain extent under stretching.10,16 Thus the binary network
architecture could oﬀer the excellent advantage of structural
stability under a certain extent of deformation, which results in
improved electrical and mechanical performance.
More stretching cycles in the range of 0% to 50% strain were
performed to investigate its reversibility. As revealed in Fig. 6a,
the resistance of the cotton–AgNWs–PDMS composite prepared
with three dip-coating cycles increased with increasing tensile
strain during the initial several cycles of stretching, but the
amplitude of resistance variation became less as the stretching
cycles increased. From the 50th cycle of stretching, the electrical
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Fig. 3 (a) TGA curves of cotton (black), cotton–AgNWs composites prepared by dipping cotton into an isopropanol solution of AgNWs (5.7 mg
mL1) for one, two, three times, respectively. (b) XRD patterns of cotton–AgNWs composites prepared by diﬀerent dip-coating cycles: one
(black), two (red), three (blue) times, respectively. (c) The resistance of cotton–AgNWs–PDMS stretchable conductors as a function of dip coating
cycles. (d) Cross-sectional SEM image of cotton–AgNWs–PDMS stretchable conductor. Left inset: photograph of cotton–AgNWs–PDMS
stretchable conductor. The size of cotton–AgNWs sponge embedded in PDMS between two Ag wired for all measured samples is around 5.0 
1.0  0.08 cm3. Right inset: higher magniﬁcation image.

resistance was restored to a constant when the stretching was
released, with resistance increase of about 0.5 U under 50%
strain, and remained unchanged for more stretching cycles
within the strain range of 0% to 50%. Even at up to 1000
stretching cycles, the resistance variation curve was overlapped
with the one at 50th cycle of stretching. The resistances during of
the stretching-releasing process and at diﬀerent stretching cycles
(aer 50th cycles) almost kept stable, indicating that this
conductor can be used as ideal interconnects in exible electronic applications. The irreversible resistance increase between
initial condition and aer 50th cycles of stretching under zero
strain was about 0.8 U and became larger for the stretchable
conductors prepared with fewer dip-coating cycles (Fig. 6b),
indicating that the increase in resistance can be reasonably
attributed to the partial irreversible separation of the AgNWs in
the network during the stretching deformation.10,15
The eﬀect of bending on the electrical resistance of the
composite prepared with three dip-coating cycles was investigated. Cotton–AgNWs–PDMS conductor was bent to diﬀerent
radius of curvatures until the samples were folded. As revealed
in Fig. 6c, the electrical resistance variation curve was very at at
100th cycle and shows a constant value until the samples were

54 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 51–57

folded. Even at up to 1000 bending cycles, no obvious resistance
change was observed. The LED showed no noticeable change in
illumination intensity while the cotton–AgNWs–PDMS
conductor was folded or twisted (Fig. 6c inset). These results
demonstrated the outstanding electromechanical stability of
cotton–AgNWs–PDMS conductor and its great potential for
high-performance stretchable conductors.
To test the cotton–AgNWs–PDMS conductor as stretchable
conductors, a LED was illuminated with the as-made exible
conducting ribbon as electrical wires and the current–voltage (I–
V) curves were measured when the ribbon was under tensile
strain of 0%, 30% and 50% (Fig. 6d). At all stages, the LED is
turned on at 2.5 V. The current decreased from 29.7 mA to 24.6
mA (at 3.3 V) when the ribbon was stretched to 50% strain. The
pictures (Fig. 6d, insets) also showed that the brightness of the
LED lights exhibited almost no change as cotton–AgNWs–PDMS
conductor was stretched to a strain of 50% under constant
voltage. These results indicate that the as-made exible
conductor could maintain constant resistance with diﬀerent
voltages applied while enduring 50% tensile strain. As expected,
the I–V characteristics almost completely recovered when the
stress was released.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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(a) Resistance variation of cotton–AgNWs–PDMS conductor prepared through three dip-coating cycles as a function of strain in the ﬁrst
stretching cycle. Inset: optical images of a LED illuminated by using the cotton–AgNWs–PDMS ﬁlm as the connecting wire under 0% and 120%
strain. (b) Resistance variation of cotton–AgNWs–PDMS conductor prepared through one (black), two (blue), three (red) dip-coating cycles as
a function of strain, respectively. The distance of two Ag wires embedded to the two side of conductor with silver paste were 5 cm, where 2 cm of
the conductor in length were conducted in stretching tests. (c) Optical microscope images of cotton–AgNWs micro-network showing the eﬀect
of elongation on the cotton–AgNWs micro-network and the AgNWs nano-network (inset) of the composite under tensile strain.

Fig. 4

Pictures showing the resistance variation of cotton–AgNWs–PDMS conductor prepared by three dip-coating cycles at diﬀerent strain
during the 1st stretching.

Fig. 5

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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(a) Resistance variation of cotton–AgNWs–PDMS conductor prepared by three dip-coating cycles as a function of strain at diﬀerent
stretching cycles. (b) Resistance variation of cotton–AgNWs–PDMS prepared with diﬀerent dip coating cycle at 0% and 50% strain as a function
of stretching cycles. (c) Resistance as a function of bending radius at the diﬀerent bending cycles. Inset: optical images of a LED illuminated by
using a cotton–AgNWs–PDMS conductor as the connecting wire under no strain, bending and twisting, respectively. (d) Current–voltage
measurement of the elastomeric conductor integrated with a LED at 0%, 30%, 50%, and return to 0% strain. The inset photographs show a LED
illuminated using the conductor under 0% and 50% strain during the current–voltage measurement process. The distance of two Ag wires
embedded to the two side of conductor with silver paste were 5 cm, where 2 cm of the conductor in length were conducted in stretching tests.

Fig. 6

3.

Conclusion

In summary, a simple, cost-eﬀective route for the preparation of
cotton–AgNWs–PDMS stretchable conductor was explored
through the dip-coating method. The combination of an interconnected porous structure of cotton as skeleton with supported
2D AgNWs networks leads to excellent electrical and mechanical
properties, where the conductivity of stretchable conductor can be
adjusted easily by varying the dip-coating cycles. The stretchable
conductor can reach a highest electrical conductivity of 56.82 S
cm1, which can retain excellent conductance under large tensile
strains (120%). Moreover, the stretchable conductor shows well
stretchable and reversible electrical behaviors. Because of the high
conductivity and excellent stretchability, together with the facile
fabrication process, the cotton–AgNWs–PDMS stretchable
conductor might be widely used as interconnects and electrodes
for stretchable intelligent and functional devices.

4. Experimental section
4.1

Materials

Silver nitrate (AgNO3), polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, K30), sodium
chloride and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) was obtained from

56 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 51–57

Sinopharm. High-purity silver paste was purchased from SPI.
PDMS (Sylgard 184) was received from Dow Corning. All of the
reagents were used as received without further purication.
4.2

Preparation of cotton–AgNWs

AgNWs were synthesized according to the method reported
previously.16 Ag nanowires were dispersed in isopropanol. The
cotton was cut into small pieces with thickness of 1 mm and
width by length of 1  8 cm2. All pieces were dipped into the
isopropanol solution of AgNWs (5.7 mg mL1) prepared by the
above method, then picked out and transferred into a dry oven
at 100  C for 2 h. The diﬀerent composites were prepared by
varying the dip-coating cycles.
4.3 Preparation of cotton–AgNWs–PDMS stretchable
conductor
Ag wires were embedded and connected to the as-prepared
conductors with silver paste. The distance between two Ag
wires was 5 cm. Precured PDMS (mixing the “base” and the
“curing agent” with a ratio of 10 : 1) were poured into the asprepared cotton–AgNWs pieces, followed by degassing in
vacuum oven for 30 min and thermally curing in a dry oven at

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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100  C for 2 h. Then cotton–AgNWs–PDMS composites were
obtained through peeling oﬀ the lms from the tailor-made
moulds. The size of cotton–AgNWs embedded in PDMS
between two Ag wires is 5.0  1.0  0.1 cm3, which is the same
for all measured samples.
4.4

Electronic measurement

Stretching tests were conducted using a home-made equipment. For resistance measurement, Ag wires were embedded
into the composites with silver pastes, and were used as leads
for all measurements. The electrical resistance of the lm
during tensile or bending testing was measured using a Keithley
2700 multimeter in a 4-point probe method setup under
ambient condition. I–V characterization was measured by
Keithley 2450 multimeter.
For the stretchable circuit device experiment, a simple
circuit consisting of commercially available light-emitting diode
(LED) and battery was fabricated. Cotton–AgNWs–PDMS lm
was used as electrical wires in the circuit. Moreover, a LED was
also conducted in the circuit during the I–V characterization
using Keithley 2450 multimeter.
4.5

Characterization

The surface morphologies of the samples were characterized
using a CAMSCAN APOLLO 300 eld-emission scanning electron microscope (SEM). The X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) patterns of
the samples were obtained using a Bruker D8 X-ray diﬀractometer with Cu Ka irradiation at l ¼ 0.15418 nm. The optical
images of cotton, cotton–AgNWs and cotton–AgNWs–PDMS
sponge were obtained on a Zess Axio Scope A1 microscope.
Thermogravimetric analysis was carried out from 50  C to
800  C on a Mettler TGA1 instrument under nitrogen atmosphere at a heating rate of 10  C min1.
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